Abstract
Introduction
Software controlled data prefetching improves memory performance by hiding memory latency. Its goal is to bring data into the cache before the demand access to that data. Existing research shows the benefits of software prefetching techniques for array-based, scientific programs [6, 21, 4, 191. Given an array, the size of each element, and a regular access pattern, a compiler can compute the address of any element in the array and prefetch it.
Prefetching in pointer-based codes is difficult because separate dynamically allocated objects are disjoint, and the access patterns are thus less regular and predictable. Given an object 0 , we know the address of objects that o references, and we cannot prefetch other objects without following pointer chains. Recent pointer prefetching work considers C programs only [I6, 18, 24, 15, 281. Objectoriented Java programs pose additional analysis challenges because they mostly allocate data dynamically, contain frequent method invocations, and often implement loops with recursion.
The memory penalty can be high for object-oriented programs that frequently traverse linked data structures. the Olden benchmark suite [7] using RSIM [22] with a current, aggressive processor model. Memory stalls account for 15% to 95% of the execution time in these programs; thus, compiled Java programs suffer from the same latency problems as imperative languages.
This paper includes a new data flow analysis for discovering accesses to linked data structures. We implement our analysis in Vortex, an optimizing compiler for objectoriented programs [ 9 ] . We use our linked structure analysis to identify opportunities for the compiler to insert prefetches of objects. Our first prefetching implementation, greedy prefetching, prefetches directly connected object( s) during each iteration of a loop or recursive function call. We also present an automatic, compile-time algorithm, and implementation of jump-pointer prefetching. Jump-pointer prefetching may hide additional latency by using an extra pointer to prefetch objects further than a single link away.
Our algorithm uses our new analysis to identify objects to which the compiler adds a jump-pointer field when either a program creates or traverses a linked data structure. The compiler generates prefetches using the jump-pointer field when the program traverses a linked structure.
Our data flow analysis contains several interesting features. We improve the precision of our analysis by tracking data flow facts across stores and loads to object fields and arrays. In our Java programs, analyzing object fields, when combined with inlining or interprocedural analysis, is necessary to discover linked structure accesses that programmers hide using encapsulation. Our analysis also identifies indirect objects that are referenced by linked structures as candidates for prefetching.
Both prefetching techniques improve four of the ten programs in our benchmark suite. The largest run-time improvement is 48% which occurs using jump-pointers. Across all benchmarks, greedy and jump-pointer prefetching improve performance by a geometric mean of 4% and IO%, respectively. Even with prefetching, memory latency is still a problem. Future work should combine other techniques with prefetching to hide or eliminate latency.
We organize the rest of the paper as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of our contributions to prefetching linked data structures. We describe our analysis for discovering accesses to linked structures in Section 3. In Section 4 and Section 5, we present our implementations of greedy and jump-pointer prefetching. We evaluate our prefetching implementations on a set of object-oriented Java programs in Section 6. Section 7 summarizes the related work.
Overview
To effectively insert prefetches, our compiler must identify regular accesses to linked data structures. We define a new data flow analysis with intra and interprocedural components to discover linked structure traversals in Java programs. We implement an existing compile-time technique for prefetching linked structures, called greedy prefetching, which is able to prefetch directly connected objects in linked data structures. We design and implement a compiletime, jump-pointer prefetching algorithm which potentially improves latency tolerance by prefetching further ahead in the linked structure, and, thus, increasing the amount of work between the prefetch and the demand request of an object.
We implement our data flow analysis and software prefetching schemes in Vortex, an optimizing compiler for object-oriented programs [9] . Vortex is a whole program optimizer that performs high-level optimizations targeted to object-oriented languages such as intraprocedural class analysis and class hierarchy analysis. Vortex implements call graph construction algorithms and uses the call graph to drive a general interprocedural data flow analyzer. Vortex performs other high-level optimizations, such as inlining, and low-level optimizations, including common subexpression elimination, copy propagation, and dead code elimination, to help produce efficient code.
Discovering accesses to linked structures
We identify regular traversals of a linked data structure by a recurrent update to a pointer variable. A recurrent update is a field assignment of the form o = o.next that appears within a loop or recursive call, as shown in the examples below. Each execution of the assignment updates the pointer variable with a new object of the same type, either directly or by using a temporary. In this section, we describe our basic intraprocedural algorithm next. We follow with extensions to handle fields and arrays that contain recurrent pointer variables, and for indirect recurrent pointer variables. Then, we briefly describe our interprocedural analysis.
Basic intraprocedural analysis
Intraprocedural recurrent analysis discovers the field assignments that are recurrent due to loops. Our analysis is similar to reaching definitions analysis combined with computing definition-use chains for field references [I]. We discover linked structure traversals using a unified, forward data flow analysis.
We define the following sets in our data flow analysis.
Let PV be the set of pointer variables in a method, F be the set of object fields, S be the set of statements in the method, and RS be the recurrent status. The basic analysis information is a set of tuples:
We define a function RA that maps program statements to the analysis information, RA:s -+ R, where s E S.
The tuple contains the field name (F) to improve precision by reducing the number of recurrent pointer variables that the analysis discovers. For example in Figure 2 ( The first time we analyze a loop, an object occurring on the left hand side of a pointer field assignment becomes p r (e.g., t = 0 . next). On the second iteration of the analysis, the object on the left hand side becomes r if the base object of the field reference (i.e., 0 ) is p r . If the base object is n r , then t's value remains the same.
The data flow equations for recurrent analysis (RA) are:
pointer variable is not involved in a traversal.
field reference use, it is potentially recurrent.
involved in a linked structure traversal.
Given tuples, tl=(pl,fl,sl,rsl) and ~~= ( P~,~~, s z J s z ) , we define the join operation, t l U tz, as follows. If (pl=p2 A f1=f2 A S I = S~) then tl U t2 = (p,f,s,rslUrs2). Otherwise, tl U t2 = {tl, t2). Given our ordering of the elements rx E RS, rsUnr=rs, prUpr=pr, and r s k = r .
We define the GENRA and KILLRA functions as follows: 
Storing an object into an array or field
In the previous section, we assume that the left hand side expression is a simple object reference. We improve the analysis by also tracking the recurrent information of objects assigned to object fields and array elements. For example, in the following code sequence, the analysis in Section 3.1 does not indicate that object o is recurrent because the analysis does not propagate the recurrent information to temp. f . This sequence occurs in Java programs that use the Enumeration class to traverse linked lists, when inlining is enabled.
To improve the analysis, we extend the data flow tuple to include field references and arrays. Let PR be the set of pointer variables, field references, and arrays. We define:
We also define a new analysis function, RA:s + R'.
For object fields, we associate the analysis information with the field name and we ignore the base object. We prepend the field name with its class name to avoid ambiguity between fields from different classes. We can potentially improve the precision by tracking the base object which increases the analysis complexity cost. We treat arrays as monolithic objects in our analysis, i.e., as an assignment or use of the whole array.
w e define the GENRA) and KILLRA' functions to include the same definitions as GENRA and KILLRA with the following extensions: The GENRA, and KILLRA~ functions are:
Indirect recurrent pointer variables
An indirect pointer variable is a unique object that is ref-
erenced by a recurrent pointer variable, but is not recurrent
itself. An object is uniqiie if it is referenced by at most one other object. In contrast, an object is shared if it is referenced by multiple objects. The analysis also propagates the field information at assignments and field loads. At a function call, we assign the field information associated with each actual to each formal. After we process the function call, the caller updates the analysis information with changes made in the callee by assigning the field information associated with each formal to each actual. We compute aliases among the objects to determine if the object has previously been assigned to a field.
AI1 fields are identified as either shared or unique at the end of this analysis.
Interprocedural algorithm
We use an interprocedural algorithm to find linked structure traversals occurring across recursive method calls. The algorithm is a bidirectional, context-sensitive traversal of the call graph. A context-sensitive algorithm enables the analysis phase to determine the fields used in recurrent object updates across recursive function calls. A context-insensitive algorithm cannot track the recurrent fields from multiple call sites because the compiler analyzes each method only once. For example, in Figure 2 ( 
Greedy prefetching
In this section, we describe our greedy prefetching algorithm which prefetches directly connected objects in recurrent accesses. Figure 2 shows simple class definitions for a singly linked list, a doubly linked list, and a binary tree. Each class contains a sum method which adds the elements in the data structure. In the list examples, we insert a prefetch instruction for the next object in the linked list. We cannot prefetch objects further ahead because we do not know the address of future objects.
Achieving the full benefits of prefetching requires that the computation time between the prefetch and use of the object be greater than or equal to the memory access time to completely hide the latency. If the computation time is less than the memory access time, the prefetch can partially hide the latency. In the linked list examples, we only partially hide the read latency of next if the cost of the addition and function call is less than the cost of a memory access. Similarly, we typically only partially hide the latency of the prefetch of left in the binary tree example. Since we also prefetch right, we may completely hide its latency.
The greedy prefetch algorithm consists of two parts; the phase described in Section 3 which finds objects to prefekh, followed by a phase which schedules the prefetch instructions. We describe the scheduling phase next.
Scheduling prefetch instructions
The scheduling phase computes which recurrent objects to prefetch, and when to insert the prefetch instructions. The algorithm is greedy because we do not perform any analysis to determine if an object is already in the cache, and we try to prefetch as much as possible.
For each recurrent object at each program point, we generate a prefetch for its recurrent fields when the object is not null. The scheduler computes the set of non-null objects using information from the program structure. The scheduler knows an object is not null under the following conditions: (1) immediately after an object allocation, (2) after a comparison to n u l l , (3) the base object of a field access, (4) the this object upon entering a method, and ( 5 ) the first parameter after a method call. For example, a loop that traverses a linked list typically compares the current head element to null at the start of the loop. In this case, the scheduler knows the head element is not null, and can generate a prefetch for the recurrent field in the list.
The scheduler uses alias analysis information to generate a single prefetch for groups of aliased recurrent objects, such as t = o . next; o=t; . In a loop, we mark both o and t as recurrent, but we only generate a prefetch for one of the objects. The following pseudo-code summarizes our intraprocedural scheduling process. Computing the size of a Java array is not trivial since Java programs allocate arrays dynamically at run time. Many programs allocate arrays of the same type using compiletime constants which makes it possible for the compiler to determine the size of an array. When performing interprocedural analysis, the compiler analyzes all the array allocation sites, and computes the set of constant size arrays of the same type and size.
Interprocedural Scheduling: We must take care not to generate redundant prefetches for recurrent objects passed as parameters by issuing a prefetch in the caller and the callee methods. We minimize redundant prefetches as follows. Our compiler performs a single, in-order pass over the call graph to schedule recurrent parameters as high as possible in the call graph. The scheduler does not issue a prefetch of a recurrent parameter when the scheduler generates a prefetch for the parameter in a calling method.
Another source of useless prefetches in non-recursive methods is due to method overriding. When a program contains several implementations of a method that has a recurrent parameter, but only one of the implementations is recursive, our analysis indicates that the parameter is recurrent in all the implementations. We eliminate this source of useless prefetches by not generating a prefetch for a field 'We do not prefetch regular array accesses, e.g., while (i<N) a [ i + + I ; , although many Java programs use arrays. 
Jump-pointer prefetching
In this section, we discuss our design and implementation of compile-time, jump-pointer prefetching. Figure 3 illustrates jump-pointer prefetching for a binary tree. Each tree node contains a jump-pointer to a tree node two links away. Thus, when the program accesses node 1, we issue a prefetch for node 3. The number of links depends upon the amount of latency we need to hide.
Jump-pointers are a flexible mechanism for linked data structures because we can prefetch arbitrary objects and not just directly connected objects. Jump-pointer prefetching is potentially able to tolerate any amount of latency by varying the distance between the two objects. Greedy prefetching restricts the amount of latency tolerance by prefetching direct links only, but does not require an additional field to store the jump-pointer. Jump-pointer prefetching may also reduce the number of prefetches, yet still remain effective.
In Figure 3 for example, greedy prefetching adds two prefetches for each node reference, but jump-pointer prefetching adds one only. Furthermore, jump-pointer prefetching does not prefetch n u l 1 objects at the leaf nodes.
Our compiler automates jump-pointer prefetching by inserting code to create and update the jump-pointers as well as inserting prefetch instructions at appropriate places in the program. It has three main parts, (1) identify the objects to prefetch using the recurrent analysis from Section 3, ( 2 ) schedule prefetches for the objects, and (3) generate the code to create the jump-pointers.
Step (2) uses the scheduling algorithm from Section 4.1, but the prefetch code is different. Instead of generating a prefetch for each recurrent field, the compiler generates a prefetch for theprefetch field, i.e., prefetch a p e f e t c h .
Step ( 3 ) is the major difference between jump-pointer and greedy prefetching, and we describe it below.
Creating jump-pointers
The compiler creates jump-pointers when either an object is created, e.g., using new, or when traversing a data structure. We use a compiler option to specify the choice. By default. our compiler builds jump-pointers at the object creation site. In our current implementation. the compiler adds only one jump-pointer held to a recurrent object. We do not add jump-pointers when linked structures are updated. unless the update occurs while traversing the linked structure. The effectiveness of jump-pointer prefctchine depends on when and where the compiler creates the jumppointers. We discuss each choice in detail below. Figure 1 shows the code for building jump-pointers in a binary tree object at creation time. The circular queue. j/rnrpQ/reire. maintains a list of the last ri objects allocated. When an object allocation occurs. we create a jump-pointer from the object at the head ofjirrtrpQirricc~ t o the new object. Then. we insert the new object at the end of.jirrrrpQirwe. and advance the circular queue index. Currently. our conipiler creates jump-pointers from the jirrrrpQirrire object to the current object unless a command line option specifies the reverse direction. We also use a circular queue when the compiler updates the jump-pointers during a traversal.
Object Creation: Adding jump-pointers during object creation is beneficial for data structures with regular access patterns that do not frequently change. This choice minimizes the run-time cost because the jump-pointers are created once. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to create effective jump-pointers at the creation site. For example, in Figure 3 , the creation phase must be preorder, beginning with either the left or right subtree. If the programs builds the tree bottom-up, then the jump-pointers will not be useful. Another problem occurs in programs that frequently update a linked structure containing jump-pointers because the original jump-pointers become invalid.
Traversal: Building jump-pointers during traversals is effective for programs that contain multiple instances of a linked structure that a program frequently traverses and may also update. Due to the overhead of maintaining the jumppointer queue, this approach is less effective when programs do not change the linked structures, or when the traversal patterns change, e.g., accessing a list in one direction followed by an access in the reverse direction. An advantage is that the code to create jump-pointers appears locally with the prefetches, which means the compiler does not need knowledge of the entire program.
Indirect jump-pointers
Section 3.3 discusses our analysis for discovering indirect recurrent pointers. An indirect recurrent pointer variable is a unique object that is referenced by a recurrent pointer variable. We prefetch indirect pointer variables by creating a second jump-pointer from the recurrent pointer variable to the indirect recurrent pointer variable. We illustrate indirect jump-pointers in Figure 5 which contains a generic linked list (the rectangles) with pointers to the list elements (the circles). If a program allocates the list objects in order. A, B. C, and D. then we add jump-pointers as illustrated (1 to C. 2 to D, etc.). When the program traverses the linked list. we schedule prefetch instructions for the list and element jump-pointers. Greedy prefetching is unable to effectively prefetch these objects because there are no direct links hctwcen them.
Experimental results
In this section. we evaluate the effectiveness of greedy and jump-pointer prefetching. We implement our recurrent iinalysis and prefetching algorithms in the Vortex optimizing compiler [9] . We use Vortex to compile our Java progrmns, perform object-oriented and traditional optim izations. and generate Sparc assembly code.
We evaluate our prefetchinp algorithms using an objectoriented Java version of the Olden benchmark suite that our research group wrote [7] . Other researchers use the C version of the Olden suite to evaluate optimizations for pointerbased programs [8. 18. 241. Table 1 lists the henchmarks we use in our experiments, along with characteristics about each program. We compile the programs using JDK 1.1.6. The lines of code (LOC) number excludes comments and blank lines. Since our prefetching techniques do not attempt to improve allocation and garbage collection performance, we disable garbage collection which often increases the execution time substantially. We plan to address the interaction between garbage collection and prefetching in future work.
We use RSIM to perform a detailed cycle by cycle simulation of our programs [22] . RSIM simulates an aggressive, In RSIM, a prefetch instruction causes one cache line to be brought into the L1 cache. If an object is larger than a cache line, our compiler issues multiple prefetch instructions.
Overall results: Figure 6 shows the results of greedy (G) and jump pointer (J) prefetching. We normalize the results to those without prefetching (N). For jump-pointer prefetching, we use a prefetch distance of 8 objects, except for m s t which uses a distance of 2. In our programs, using a distance value greater than 8 does not improve performance significantly. The compiler could compute this distance based upon the number of instructions between accesses, but we have not implemented this cost model. Jump-pointer and greedy prefetching improve performance as much as 48% and 18%, respectively. Across all benchmarks, we see improvements of 10% for jump-pointer and 4% for greedy prefetching using the geometric mean.
Both prefetching techniques produce noticeable improvements on four of the ten programs, i.e., health, m s t , perimeter, treeadd. Either greedy or jump-pointer prefetching slightly improves performance in bh, bi s o r t , tsp, and voronoi. We describe each program that shows an improvement below. Neither prefetching technique is able to improve em3d and power because the number of cache misses in very low in these programs so most of the prefetches hit in the L1 cache. Our prefetching results are similar to those reported in related work for linked structures in C programs [ 18, 241.
We present prefetching effectiveness and cache statistics next. Then, we discuss the performance of the individual programs in more detail.
Prefetching effectiveness: Figure 7 divides the dynamic prefetches into several categories. A useful prefetch arrives on time and is accessed. The latency of a lure prefetch is only partially hidden because a demand request occurs while the memory system retrieves the cache line. The cache replaces an early prefetch before the cache line is used, or when the line is never used. An unnecessary prefetch hits in the cache, or is coalesced into an MSHR. Figure 7 categorizes the L1 cache prefetches for greedy (G) and jump-pointer (J) prefetching. Useful, late, and early prefetches require accesses to the next level in the memory hierarchy. Table 2 lists the number of static and dynamic prefetches that our benchmarks generate. The static value represents the number of compiler generated prefetches. The dynamic value is the number of prefetches issued at run-time. The value in parentheses represents the number of prefetches as a percentage of the demand reads. Finally, the third value is the percentage increase in bus bandwidth due to prefetching. Although bus traffic increases due to prefetching, the maximum bus utilization with and without prefetching is 46% and 25%, respectively. The dynamic prefetching counts show why prefetching is ineffective on em3d and power; these programs do not frequently access linked structures. Figures 8 and 9 bottom to top, we categorize each reference as a cache hit, coalesce miss, capacity miss, or a conflict miss. A coalesce miss hits in the MSHR due to a prior miss that the memory subsystem is transferring into the cache. The cache statistics mirror the overall results such that when prefetching improves overall performance, the combined cache hit and coalesced reference rate increases as well. In treeadd, for example, prefetching is able to eliminate almost all capacity and coalesce misses in the LI cache, and also significantly improve the L2 cache utilization.
Cache statistics:
health: Both prefetching schemes significantly improve health which is not surprising considering its poor locality. Health is the only program that builds jumppointers while traversing its linked structures, and contains indirect recurrent pointer variables. The jump-pointers eliminate all of the late prefetches, but we do not see larger improvements due to the overhead of updating the jumppointers at traversal time. It is important that the compiler generate the jump-pointers correctly. If the jump-pointers are added during object creation, performance degrades by mst: The linked structure is a hashtable. We see performance improvements because the hashtable is small and each hash entry contains several objects. Jump-pointer pre-13%.
fetching increases the number of useful prefetches, but the number of early prefetches also increases because the objects at the end of each list are not useful jump-pointers. We create the jump-pointers in the reverse direction because new elements are added to the beginning of each list. We must limit the jump-pointer prefetch distance to see an irnprovement because each linked list is small.
perimeter: We obtain performance improvements even though most of the prefetches hit in the Ll cache.
Adding the jump-pointer field increases the object size from 32B to 40B, so we prefetch two cache lines instead of just one. Prefetching the extra cache line reduces the L2 hit rate relative to the greedy prefetching results. Prefetching the extra cache line does help; if we only prefetch one cache line, then performance only improves by 1 % instead of 5.5%.
treeadd : We see the largest performance improvements for both prefetching schemes. Treeadd is a very simple program that creates a binary tree and traverses the tree in the same order. Figure 7 illustrates that only a small number of useful prefetches are necessary to obtain improvements. Increasing the prefetch distance to 16 objects almost eliminates the late prefetches with a small run-time improvement.
Performance slightly degrades in bh using greedy prefetching because our compiler issues too many prefetches. Bh contains an oct-tree and each node is larger than a cache line, resulting in 16 prefetches for each node. The performance slightly improves when we restrict the number of prefetches generated for each node. Using jump-pointers reduces the number of prefetches to 2 and results in a slight improvement. Performance decreases in bisort, t s p , and voronoi using jump-pointers because these programs either update their linked structures or contain conflicting traversal patterns.
For example, bisort first traverses a binary tree in one direction, and then traverses the tree in the opposite direction.
Obtaining further improvements in bisort is difficult because the read stall percentage is low. In tsp, the number bh, bisort , tsg, voronoi: . L2 cache statistics of unnecessary prefetches is high because the hit rate in this program is high. Greedy prefetching improves voronoi slightly even though the number of useful prefetches is low. Table 3 shows the features of our recurrent analysis that are responsible for generating static prefetch instructions in our greedy prefetching scheme. We show the contribution from interprocedural analysis (IP), analyzing stores into fields ( F ) , and intraprocedural analysis only ( I ) . The total number of greedy prefetches is IP+F+I. Interprocedural class analysis divides the IP results into monomorphic ( M ) and polymorphic ( P ) recursive method calls. The Inline column shows how inlining affects our recurrent analysis. For example, in health, we generate the five prefetches in the Field column only when inlining is enabled and interprocedural analysis is disabled. In m s t , the compiler still generates the prefetches if we perform intraprocedural analysis only, and inlining is enabled. The Array size column shows the results of our analysis for computing the array sizes. Only two of the programs, health and bh, use constant size arrays to represent n-ary trees. Table 3 shows that both interprocedural analysis and analyzing stores into fields are important in our Java programs. Intraprocedural analysis rarely discovers recurrent accesses on its own. In health, most of the improvement comes from analyzing field stores. When we disable field stores, performance improves by less than 1% instead of 7%. In perimeter, the prefetches in the monomorphic and polymorphic recursive calls contribute 2% and 4%, respectively.
Analysis features

Related work
In this section, we describe the related work on prefetching linked data structures. We also describe related compile-time analyses for identifying linked structures. We omit prior work on array prefetching. Our analysis for identifying accesses to linked data structures is related to the work on identifying shapes in heap allocated structures, called shape analysis (e.g., see [26, 121) . A main difference is that we analyze traversal sites while shape analysis analyzes creation sites to identify pointer relationships. Our analysis requires less information since we only discover how pointers are used instead of recording all pointer relationships. Benedikt et al. define a logic for describing linked data structures which they briefly mention can be used for identifying recurrent accesses A recurrent pointer variable is similar to a loop induction variable. A loop induction variable is a variable that is incremented by a constant amount during each loop iterationcl, 1 11. Existing techniques identify induction variables by discovering cycles in the data dependence graph and explicitly require the loop structure of the program. The classic algorithm for finding induction variables must first compute reaching definitions and loop invariant variables [ I I. We formalize our analysis using data flow equations and we do not require a data dependence graph.
Luk
To summarize, our work has several unique contributions. We develop a novel interprocedural data flow analysis for discovering linked structure traversals which we use in our compile-time prefetching algorithms. We implement and evaluate two different prefetching techniques for linked data structures, greedy prefetching and jump-pointer prefetching. We evaluate both of them on a suite of Java programs.
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we introduce an effective data flow analysis for identifying linked data structure traversals in objectoriented programs using intra and interprocedural analysis. We use our analysis to implement greedy and jump-pointer prefetching in a Java compiler, and evaluate the effectiveness of prefetching on a suite of pointer intensive, objectoriented programs. Both prefetching techniques improve performance in four of our ten programs. In one program, jump-pointer prefetching improves performance by 48%2, but obtaining large improvements consistently is difficult. One reason that prefetching is not more effective is that several of our programs do not spend enough time accessing linked structures. Prefetching is most effective on programs with poor locality during linked structure traversals.
Greedy prefetching often improves the performance our programs even in the presence of object-oriented features, such as encapsulation, that hide accesses to underlying data structures. As memory latency increases, greedy prefetching will become less effective in improving memory performance. Our jump-pointer implementation has the potential for bigger improvements than greedy prefetching, but it is less consistent overall. Better compiler analysis is necessary to improve jump-pointer prefetching. Even with prefetching, our results show there is considerable room for improving the locality of object-oriented programs.
We are currently addressing improvements to our prefetching techniques and experimental methodology. We plan to automate our jump-pointer prefetching implementation to choose the location for building the jump-pointer links, and the distance and direction of the links. Choosing the appropriate location and direction is feasible, but consistently choosing the distance is difficult due to data dependent data structures such as hashtables. We are developing techniques to take advantage of the garbage collector to improve prefetching. We need to change our copying garbage collector to recognize jump-pointer hints, and update the links appropriately when copying linked structures. We are investigating the applicability of prefetching to a wider variety of Java programs, such as the SPECjvm98 benchmark suite. We notice that the SPECjvm98 programs frequently use arrays instead of linked data structures. We are in the process of extending our recurrent analysis to recognize simple array access patterns, and we will prefetch array elements and objects referenced by array elements.
